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The reason for today’s Commercial investor webinar
1
Commercial are furthest
through their transformation

Combining new technology
and data architecture with
an agile way of working

3

2
They demonstrate what can be
achieved with all elements of
the flywheel working together

…and are an important part of
the Group

Commercial represent 20% of the
Group’s gross written premium
and are an innovation hub for
the Group

Delivered strong growth at
improved margins

Group GWP by
segment
15%
12%

20%

Commercial

26%

12%
18%

Rescue and
Other PL

47%

50%

2016

Q3 YTD 2021

Home

Motor
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Jon Greenwood
Managing Director of
Commercial

Transforming our
Commercial business
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Commercial: Key messages

1

We operate a multi-product, multi-channel strategy, perfectly suited to cater to
the breadth of commercial customers

2

We’ve transformed the business underpinned by new technology, data
architecture and ways of working

3

We have a track record of success and have delivered top line growth alongside
improved profitability across all areas of our business

4

We increasingly serve as an innovation hub for the Group, for example building
our expertise in the subscription and electric vehicle markets

5

With an estimated Commercial market share of 7% we are confident we can
continue to grow profit and premium in an expanding market

Shared
infrastructure
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Commercial: Since the IPO in 2012, we have a proven track record of delivering growth
whilst also improving margins

Combined Operating Ratio (COR) has reduced significantly whilst
profit has increased1

95.7%

95.5%

2018

2019

2020

£439m £436m

£529m
£500m £502m £511m
£475m £487m £485m

£568m

90.2%

95.5%

93.4%

98.7%

2013

£398m

104.5%

2012

98.8%

106.8%

90.0%

108.2%

COR %

>£630m

Gross written
premium
112.3%

110.0%

< Loss making
period >

121.6%

130.0%

Gross Written Premium (GWP) has increased at a CAGR of 4% since
2010

70.0%

50.0%

2010

2011

2014

2015

2016

2017

H1 2021

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021 est.

Timeline of significant events

NIG acquired
by DLG as part
of Churchill

2003

1.

NIG halves
NIG exits
regional office
footprint with Personal Lines
business
exit of 8 offices
DL4B
launched

2009

Group invests in NIG
eTrade platform

DLG IPO

2010

2011

2012

FarmWeb
purchased

2013

Churchill for
Business
launched
Investment in pricing and systems

DL4B reaches
£100m GWP

2014

As reported in the Group’s published accounts, includes impacts of weather and Ogden rate changes

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Commercial: A multi-brand, multi-product, multi-channel approach to SME insurance

Commercial overview

Commercial wrote £568m1 of GWP in 2020

Brand

GWP by channel

Channel

Broker

Direct

Direct & PCW

Partnerships

2020 GWP

NIG: £351m
FarmWeb: £45m

£147m

£16m

£8m

Products

•

Packaged products

•

Commercial combined

•

Contractors

•

Fleet

•

• SME
• Landlord

Landlord

•

Van

•

Van

•

•

Tradesperson

Motor trade

‘SME’ – pick and
choose covers for a
range of segments:

•

Property owners

•

Tradesperson

•

Van

•

Retail

•

Office &
professionals

•

Hospitality

Farm combined

•

Farm motor

1.

17%
33%

Landlord

•

•

3%

26%
•

Agricultural products:

GWP by risk type

As reported in the Group’s published accounts

71%

50%

• Subscription
• Van

Broker / Intermediated

Property

Direct

Motor

PCW

Liability
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Commercial: With an estimated 7% market share we have the opportunity to grow in an
expanding market

We estimate the UK SME market is worth c. £9bn of GWP1
Commercial
insurance market4

c.7%

£18bn

Market
share1

Other

£4bn

Liability

Commercial
SME market

£5bn

£9bn4
Medium

50-249
employees

Property

£5bn

Liability

£4bn

Small

10-49
employees

Motor
£4bn

Micro

0-9
employees

1.
2.
3.
4.

Property

£3bn
Motor
£2bn

Key takeaways
• 6.0m private business in the UK and
more than 99.8% were SMEs2
• Companies with no employees
continue to drive growth in the direct
channel
• Growth in medium businesses (50-249
employees) exceeded growth in small
and micro3
• Growth is expected to slow but we see
further opportunity to grow in the
traditional broker channel, serving the
‘M’ in SME
• An estimated 7%1 market share
provides significant headroom to grow

Management estimate
Source: the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, published 8 October 2020, ‘Business population estimates for the UK and regions 2020: statistical release’.
Source: Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, published 8 October 2020. Indexed growth of UK business in the private sector by number of employees (2000-2020).
Source: KPMG ‘SME market perspectives’ , June 2021
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Commercial: We have transformed our technology and data architecture

New systems architecture

External Data

Feeding
production
systems via live
APIs

Production Systems

Data Layer

Analytics Layer

Data is centralised
and standardised

Feeding the
data layer
for R&D and
analytics

A new analytic and
modelling
environment enables
interrogation of the
data

Deployment
Layer

Pricing deployed
into the market e.g.
Radar Live

Self service insight across the business
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Commercial: New systems architecture has delivered a step change in our pricing
and trading capabilities
Data layer
Data finding and
gathering

Before

Internal data from 10+
different storage
technologies and
mainframes
% of resource:

c. 25%

Data preparation

Data wrangling –
multiple, disjointed, nonstandard, code heavy
processes
% of resource:

c. 25%

Analytics layer

Deployment
layer

Analyse
and model

Deploy
and manage

Fragmented analytical
methodologies
% of resource:

c. 15%

Movement from
analytical to deployment
environment causing
long delays
% of resource:

c. 35%

Key benefits

Amount of resource focused on valuable
analysing and modelling of data increased
from c.15% to c.60%. This enables;
1.

Improved pricing accuracy - increased
number of pricing models from 15 to over
90.

2. Improved pricing speed – new
technology alongside agile ways of
working enabling faster model refreshes
from yearly to several per week

After

% of resource:

% of resource:

% of resource:

Centralised data location

Streamlined, visual
processes easy to audit
and manage

Consistent tooling and
approach

c. 5%

c. 10%

c. 60%

% of resource:

c. 25%

Natural synergy between
analytics and
deployment layers

3. Designed for the future – utilising
machine learning techniques and more
granular pricing datasets
7.2 ppt improvement in current year
attritional loss ratio 2018 to 2020
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Sonya Bryson
Managing Director of
NIG

Winning in the broker channel
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NIG: Well known broker brand recognised for strong customer service. Over
recent years we have improved profitability whilst delivering top line growth

NIG has been on a journey of
improving profitability

NIG portfolio is made up of 4 main
sectors

Complex is the largest component of
our portfolio
2020 GWP mix

• NIG has improved its profitability whilst
also delivering gross written premium
growth
• Focused on rate carry alongside exiting
unprofitable lines

1. Complex covers wide range of risks
including: property, liability, contractors,
motor trade and terrorism. Covers are
individually negotiated and traded
through regional broker network

• Forensic targeting of underperforming
sectors

2. Niche business including Schemes,
FarmWeb agricultural insurance and
Municipal Housing

• Underpinned by new technology and data
architecture

3. eTrade is NIG’s online system that
enables brokers to self serve
4. Motor business ranges from single
vehicle policies to fleets of over 1,000
vehicles

18%
24%
18%
40%

Niche

Complex

Motor

eTrade
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NIG: Our long history means we understand what it takes to win in this channel…

1

Great broker relationships

Technology
and data,
efficient
processes

5

2

Strong customer service

Comprehensive product set

3

Financial stability and
capacity

Underwriting capability

4
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NIG: ….and through our transformation we have been able to optimise these
attributes, all underpinned with our award winning technology
1

2

3

4

5

Great broker
relationships

Empowered underwriters with regional footprint
Award winning eTrade platform utilising AI and automation

75% of NIG IFPs are
eTraded

Strong customer
service

Improved digital journeys including first notification of loss
Same day payment on some claims
Supporting customers through the pandemic

91% customer
satisfaction1

Comprehensive
product set

New cyber and professional indemnity products launched
Launched NIG Risk Assist online advice and training portal helping to win
and retain customers

6,500 users of online
toolkit

Underwriting
capability

Artificial intelligence driving increased conversion
Re-platform of legacy systems delivering pricing agility

28% increase in new
business premiums2

Financial stability
and capacity

Lead and Follow lines
Expansion into medium size businesses

15% gross written
premium growth in
H1 20213

1. Web chat customer satisfaction score, September 2021, calculated as the % of customers scoring webchat conversations either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
2. NIG new business average premiums increase between H1 2020 and H1 2021, excluding Farm Web
3. NIG gross written premium growth between H1 2020 and H1 2021
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NIG: Our transformation has improved profitability whilst delivering growth and we have
opportunities to go further

Key messages
Our transformation has combined strong broker
relationships and great customer service, with award
winning technology

NIG and other GWP progression

15% growth at H1 2021
450

400

350

£375m
70

£373m
64

£395m

400

£238m
250

68

£208m

Motor
390

We have improved profitability whilst delivering strong
growth, with premiums increasing 16% in H1 2021

62

65

40

240

235
200

300

245

395

72

eTrade

385

250

150
380

35
35

40

230

225

220

200

150

153

153

159

Complex

375

100

86

98

215

210

370

100

50

205

90

91

97

0

We have opportunities to grow further through new
propositions and increasing into larger SME business

50

Niche

200

365

53

60

195

360

0

2018

2019

2020

190

H1 2020

H1 2021
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Rebecca Clapham
Managing Director of
Direct Line for Business

Creating and capturing the
SME direct Market
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Direct Line for Business: We are a disruptor brand, with a mission to create and capture
the SME direct market

A disruptor brand

• Direct Line for Business is a real
disruptor brand
• Creating and capturing the direct
market through innovation,
delivering change at pace,
underpinned by great technology
• Consistent growth since its
transformation in 2016
• Increased customer base by over
25% since 2016

DL4B customer base
Landlord 50% of in-force policies2
• Commercial and professional
landlords and holiday home owners
• There are c. 2.5m Landlords in the
UK
Van 24% of in-force policies2
• Van drivers and business owners
with a van – builders to florists
• Natural extension to PL Motor
SME 26% of in-force policies2
• Micro SMEs up to 20 employees
• Diverse in nature; manual trades,
retailers, hospitality, office and
professionals

1. Management estimate, includes Van, Landlord and small and micro business
2. In-force policies as at 31 September 2021

DL4B opportunity: We estimate the direct SME
market could grow to £3bn1
What would it take for customers to buy direct?

1

Reassurance to go direct

2

Help selecting the right type of cover

3

Ability to bespoke cover to match their
unique needs

4

Insurance that’s easy and great value

“ I make cupcakes at home and sell at
farmers markets and Christmas fairs, but
I’m also expanding online”

“ I’m an accountant who works
from home but I also visit clients’
premises”

Direct Line for Business: to achieve this vision we needed new tools and capabilities to
build on the strong Direct Line for Business brand
We identified and delivered new tools and capabilities to deliver our vision

Modular flexible
products

Expand product
suite to match NIG
Close product gaps
Modular products
with flexible cover
sections
No admin fees to
allow flexibility

New customer
journeys

Simple and dynamic
questions
Wizard tool to
enable customers to
tailor products
Transparency in
pricing and Plain
English
documentation
Omni channel
contact centre

Data and trading
capabilities

Improved data and
insight capabilities
Team of front line
underwriters to
streamline decisions
Segment aligned,
cross disciplined and
empowered trading
squads

Targeted
marketing

Build the tools to
effectively scale
segmented
campaigns
Effective use of
emerging tailored
marketing methods

New technology
and ways of
working

Single end-to endtechnology stack
Creation of an inhouse development
team
Automated and
efficient back office
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Direct Line for Business: We have transformed every element of our business

2017
Hair & Beauty
2016

2017
Bed &
Breakfast
2017

2018
Office &
Retail

468k

2018

2019
Tradesperson

499k

2019

2020
Van

DL4B Inforce
policies
2021
Landlord

2020

542k

527k

519k

HY 2021

433k
Modular flexible product launches

2016
Transformation
begins

2017
Agile
launched

June 2016

2018
New
contact
centre
opened
June 2017

2018
SME
marketing
campaign
launched

2018
New data
and MI
2019
Agile fully
embedded
June 2018

2019
Van and
Tradesperson
migrated to
new
platform

June 2019

2021
MyCustomer
launched
2020
Refreshed
Van risk
models

2021
Refreshed
Van risk
models
June 2020

2021
Additional
rating
factors for
Landlord

June 2021

Supported by new capabilities
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Direct Line for Business: We now have the core strengths and enhanced capabilities
needed to win
Further targeted releases including
Manufacturing and Healthcare

Innovating
for success

In-house engineering function
delivering self-sufficient product
changes

Improved marketing efficiency
Rationalised trading
platforms from 5 to 2

Flexible product construct
meeting the needs of over 850
trades
Efficient
cost base

Data and scale from PL and
broader Commercial enabling
increased pricing sophistication
System-enabled pricing agility
DL4B new business accepts
are up 18% YOY

Customer
focus

Technology
and data,
efficient
processes

Pricing
sophistica
tion

Claims
expertise

Strong customer propositions
What Mortgage Awards winner of
‘Best Landlord Insurance Provider’
(2013-2021)

First to deliver our Property
Owners Emergency cover
Business Tech essentials:
replacements within 24 hours
Delivering high
retention rates
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Direct Line for Business: New capabilities and products have delivered
growth

GWP progression

Key messages

We are a disruptor brand, delivering change at pace
supported by an agile way of working and underpinned
by new technology
£132m
19

Our transformation has delivered consistent growth as
we continue to create the direct market

48

£140m
21

49

£147m
23

52

SME:
10.0%
CAGR

10.7% growth at
H1 2021

Van: 4.1%
CAGR

£71m
11

We will continue to innovate and with a potential
market size of £3 billion we have significant opportunity
for future growth

65

2018

69

2019

72

2020

Landlord:
5.3%
CAGR

£79m
14

26

29

34

36

H1 2020

H1 2021
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Jon Greenwood
Managing Director of
Commercial

Transforming our
Commercial business
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Churchill for Business: Delivering growth in the PCW channel

GWP progression 2018-2021 est.

Key messages

We combined the Churchill brand strength with our
PCW trading capabilities and agile principles to deliver
direct insurance to SMEs

£25m+

65% CAGR

£16m

Delivered 65% CAGR with 2021 gross written premiums
expected to be above £25 million
£10m
£6m

Significant future growth potential, complementing
Direct Line for Business strategy of growing the direct
market
2018

2019

2020

2021 Est
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Innovating for sustainability: Commercial as an innovation hub for the wider Group

Growth through new Partnerships:
Cazoo

Growth through new products:
Electric Vehicles

Strategic partnerships provide an opportunity to build
capability across different distribution channels
Electric vehicle agile squad established to ‘make electric easy’
Specific focus in the on demand, electric mobility and salary
sacrifice arenas
New contract to provide flexible subscription insurance for
customers of online Car retailer Cazoo
Dedicated squad established to target growth in partnerships
and propositions within the subscription and flexible fleet
channel

Utilised our B2B2C experience and agile ways of working to
partner with 3rd parties and launched our first EV proposition
Enhanced our existing EV insurance offering through access to
charging services and EV specific content, to help drivers
transition away from petrol and diesel cars
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Commercial: Key messages

1

We operate a multi-product, multi-channel strategy, perfectly suited to cater to
the breadth of commercial customers

2

We’ve transformed the business underpinned by new technology, data
architecture and ways of working

3

We have a track record of success and have delivered top line growth alongside
improved profitability across all areas of our business

4

We increasingly serve as an innovation hub for the Group, for example building
our expertise in the subscription and electric vehicle markets

5

With an estimated Commercial market share of 7% we are confident we can
continue to grow profit and premium in an expanding market

Shared
infrastructure
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Disclaimer
Forward-looking statements

Certain information contained in this document, including any information as to the Group’s strategy, plans or future financial or operating performance, constitutes “forward-looking statements”.
These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “aims”, “ambition”, “anticipates”, “aspire”, “believes”, “continue”, “could”, “estimates”,
“expects”, “guidance”, “intends”, “may”, “mission”, “outlook”, “over the medium term”, “plans”, “predicts”, “projects”, “propositions”, “seeks”, “should”, “strategy”, “targets”, “will” or "would" or, in each case,
their negative or other variations or comparable terminology, or by discussions of strategy, plans, objectives, goals, future events or intentions. These forward-looking statements include all matters
that are not historical facts. They appear in several places throughout this document and include statements regarding the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of the Directors concerning,
among other things: the Group’s results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Group operates. Examples of forward-looking statements include
financial targets and guidance which are contained in this document specifically with respect to the return on tangible equity, solvency capital ratio, the Group’s combined operating ratio, percentage
targets for current-year contribution to operating profit, prior-year reserve releases, cost reductions, reductions in expense and commission ratios, investment income yield, net realised and unrealised
gains, capital expenditure and risk appetite range. By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may
or may not occur in the future and/or are beyond the Group’s control. Forward-looking statements are not guaranteeing future performance.
The Group’s actual results of operations, financial condition and the development of the business sector in which the Group operates may differ materially from those suggested by the forwardlooking statements contained in this document, for example directly or indirectly as a result of, but not limited to:
• United Kingdom (“UK”) domestic and global economic business conditions;
• the direct and indirect impacts and implications of the coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic on the economy, nationally and internationally, on the Group, its operations and prospects, and on the
Group’s customers and their behaviours and expectations;
• the Trade and Co-operation Agreement between the UK and the European Union (“EU”) regarding the terms, following the end of the Brexit transition period, of the trading relationships between
the UK and the EU and its implementation, and any subsequent trading and other relationship arrangements between the UK and the EU and their implementation;
• the terms of trading and other relationships between the UK and other countries following Brexit;
• the impact of the FCA pricing practices report and any new rules and regulations arising as a result of that report and of responses by insurers, customers and other third parties;
• market-related risks such as fluctuations in interest rates, exchange rates and credit spreads;
• the policies and actions and/or new principles, rules and/or changes to, or changes to interpretations of existing principles, rules and/or regulations, of regulatory authorities and bodies (including
changes related to capital and solvency requirements or to the Ogden discount rate or rates or in response to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on the economy and customers) and changes
to law and/or understandings of law and/or legal interpretation following the decisions and judgements of courts;
• the impact of competition, currency changes, inflation and deflation;
• the timing, impact and other uncertainties of future acquisitions, disposals, partnership arrangements, joint ventures or combinations within relevant industries; and
• the impact of tax and other legislation and other regulation and of regulator expectations, interventions and requirements and of court, arbitration, regulatory or ombudsman decisions and
judgements (including in any of the foregoing in connection with the Covid-19 pandemic) in the jurisdictions in which the Group and its affiliates operate.
In addition, even if the Group’s actual results of operations, financial condition and the development of the business sector in which the Group operates are consistent with the forward-looking
statements contained in this document, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods.
The forward-looking statements contained in this document reflect knowledge and information available as of the date of preparation of this document. The Group and the Directors expressly
disclaim any obligations or undertaking to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required to do so by
applicable law or regulation. Nothing in this document constitutes or should be construed as a profit forecast.
Neither the content of Direct Line Group’s website nor the content of any other website accessible from hyperlinks on the Group’s website is incorporated into, or forms part of, this document.
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